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or some winery owners, owning a bottling line can be a
tense relationship. Chris Pearmund of Virginia’s Pearmund
Cellars refers to the mobile bottling
line he assembled and operated in
the 1990s as his Italian mistress:
“Every time you were nice to her,
she spat in your face, and every time
you were fed up and ready to throw
her in the junk pile, she did something really sweet and loved you to
death. You never really understood
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her.” He does note that stationary
lines are more reliable, whereas
mobile ones need constant readjustment due to the nature of having to
move them around.
Regardless of how you feel
about bottling lines, if you need
to invest in one, Maggie Kruse
of Jordan Vineyard & Winery in
S o n o m a C o u n t y r e m i n d s p u rchasers it starts with doing some
homework. “Make sure the bottling line is a good fit for the size
of your winery and the timing you

need to bottle in. Then go look at
them and talk to the people who
run them every single day. See
what they’d do differently with
laying out their line,” she says.
The crew at Jordan researched
and selected equipment for its
upgrade years before they actually purchased. “We definitely
looked at all the options. Ultimately, we ended up choosing the new
line because we really liked the
filler and filler tip design, as well
as the integration through all the
machines,” says Kruse.

Dream Machines
Careful co n sid e r a t io n is r e q u i red fo r s e l ec ti on , ma i nte n a n c e
a n d h a n d lin g of y o u r b o ttl i n g l i n e .

The amount of automation on a bottling line
depends on a winery’s
size, needs and budget.
[Photo courtesy of Jordan
Vineyard & Winery]
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AUTOMATION
Jordan produces approximately
105,000 cases each year. At 120
bottles per minute, the fully automated MBF bottling line it purchased through Scott Laboratories
is out of reach for most wineries.
However, Matt DiDonato of Prospero Equipment assures smaller
wineries can package affordable
equipment to make investing in
their own line possible. “There are
a number of ways to do it based on
the company’s budget, how much
labor it has available and how much
financing it can get.”
Simplistically, bottling equipment
is referred to as semi- or fully automated. A semi-automated bottling
line consists of separate mechanized components requiring manual
labor to move bottles from one component, or station, to the next. “It’s
labor-intensive, but there is a cost
savings,” says DiDonato. A semiautomatic line operated by three
to five workers can reasonably produce 300 to 400 cases per day.

AT A GLANCE
+ It’s important to budget,

understand your needs and
do your research before
purchasing a bottling line.

+ You can begin by purchasing parts separately, then
adding more and making
adjustments toward full
automation as your
business grows.

+ Leasing may seem attractive, but can prove more
expensive over the long
haul.

+ Ongoing maintenance and

knowledgeable employees
are imperative for success.

+ There are advantages to

employing mobile bottlers,
but it requires careful
planning.
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The GAI 2401 at David Coffaro Vineyard & Winery in Geyserville, Calif., features a
deaeration station, 12 spits gravity filler, gas injector and corker closure. It can handle
up to 3,000 bottles per hour. [Photo courtesy of Prospero Equipment]

A fully automated line produces
a completely finished bottle and,
if it includes pallet-handling and
case loading equipment, can produce finished cases. These lines
require four to seven very fit people
and produce, at minimum, roughly
1,000 cases per day. They can be
created by creatively linking semiautomated equipment together,
purchasing separate automated
components and combining them
or, more commonly, purchasing a
prepackaged series of equipment
made by the manufacturer, called a
monoblock.
There are typically two standard
monoblocks. One combines the
rinser, sparger, filler and corker; the
other combines the capsuler, heat
shrinker and labeler. Both monoblocks may be purchased together or
one at a time and assembled with
semi-automatic components to
complete the line.
“Our next dream machine is a
combination corker and heat shrinker monoblock,” says John Fifer of
southwest Michigan’s St. Julian
Winery. For now, he works with St.
Julian’s fully automated line assembled from mixed components, most
of which were purchased in 1995.
“We now do 60 different products

on one line. Each machine can do
multiple things just by changing the
parts on it,” he says.
DiDonato says wineries now
typically purchase their first bottling equipment using two strategies. Like St. Julian, they start with
all semi-automatic machines then
upgrade to one or both monoblocks at a later time, or they start
with a single monoblock, add semiautomatic machines for the other
operations and eventually upgrade
with a second monoblock. “We
see the switch to a fully automated
line around 5,000 to 5,500 cases
per year. That’s typically the breaking point where owners can make
the numbers work. Smaller productions would probably have to mix
and match.” But even mix-andmatch components have plenty of
options that affect wine quality,
production efficiency and packaging options. Remember, the more
complex the machine, the more
expensive it will be.

BUYING VS. LEASING
Generally, “a semi-automatic line
is going to cost around $30,000;
a fully automatic line starts at
$75,000 to $80,000; and a half line,
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such as a semi-automatic filler and
auto labeler, is around $45,000,”
says DiDonato. In a perfect world,
a winery plans to acquire a bottling line years before the actual
purchase, incorporates the cost
into the annual operating budget,
and eventually completes the purchase and any housing construction
with capital on hand. For instance,
Jordan established its bottling line
objectives and budget roughly five
years before purchase.
However, if a winery requires
a bottling line prior to saving adequate capital, leasing may be possible. Equipment dealers typically
don’t handle leasing, but they can
connect wineries to leasing companies and are experienced working
through the process with both parties. Leasing has advantages such
as requiring no down payment,
tax breaks, customized payment
schedules and facilitating access to
more sophisticated equipment than

would be possible via capital or traditional lending.
Payments can be as little as
$500 per month and leasing provides a certain flexibility with equipment upgrades. A winery can lease
bottling equipment or an entire line,
typically on a five-year term, and
decide to purchase at lease end or
let it revert to the leasing company.
This may assuage worries that the
winery could be stuck with inadequate equipment, for example, if
product demand greatly outpaces
production capability.
There are cons to leasing,
though. The total costs over the
lease term will be greater than
purchasing the same equipment
outright, and a winery that cannot
demonstrate several years of positive cash flow is likely to be charged
higher payments. It should go without saying, but seek accounting
advice and weigh all considerations
and fine print, including equipment

insurance requirements, buyout
options and fees, determination of
fair market value at the term end
and disposition or purchase fees.
When Kruse, Fifer and Pearmund
were asked if their respective wineries ever considered leasing, the
answer was unanimously against.
“There’s no economic advantage
to leasing a line,” says Pearmund.
“The lease holder must pay taxes
and pass that through to lease
payments, whereas ownership is
often property tax-free, depending
on state law.” All three grew their
businesses over time and budgeted
acquisitions into their cash flow well
ahead of purchasing in accordance
with planned production growth.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Bottling line operation runs
smoothest when at least one person is appointed as a dedicated
operator-maintainer. This person

Designed For the Most Discriminating Winemakers
• Our Bottling Lines are Maintained to the Highest Standards
• Pricing & Flexibility Options – Unmatched
• Smooth & Eﬃcient Production
• 14 Trucks Proudly Serving CA – OR – WA
• Clean & Sanitary – Lowest Oxygen Pickup
• Our Staﬀ is Friendly & Accommodating

Customer Service is Our Highest Priority
www.signaturebottlers.com to see our video brochure

Email: david@signaturebottlers.com
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must be patient, organized and
mechanically inclined. He or she
often serves as guru for both bottling and crush pad equipment. Did
we mention the person must be
organized? “Because we only bottle about six weeks out of the year,
all at once in the summertime, I’ve
pretty much written out my whole
bottling procedure,” says Kruse.
Having a written document means
she relies less on memory, potentially eliminating one less hiccup.

Thank you for choosing Gusmer as the
Best Filtration Supplies / Equipment Provider.

Maggie Kruse, assistant winemaker
at Jordan Vineyard & Winery, advises
doing some research regarding what
would work best for your winery before
choosing a bottling line. [Photo courtesy
of Jordan Vineyard & Winery]

Operator-maintainers should
complete a full system check several weeks before bottling to ensure
smooth operation. Ideally, a manufacturer’s technician is present to
look for last-minute glitches and
provide a training refresher. “We
wrote into our contract that a technician would visit for the first three
years,” says Kruse. Fifer agrees,
but half jokes about it. “They show
us the basics. Then, after a while,
I figure out a better way to do it.”
He follows a regular maintenance
w w w. v w m m e d i a.com
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schedule at St. Julian. “I grease
every machine every two weeks
and replace filler gaskets and the
drive unit every year,” says Fifer.
“I have a stockpile of spare parts
for each machine and I try to keep
them on-hand.”
In the five years Pearmund has
helped operate the line at nearby
Vint Hill Craft Winery, he’s replaced
gaskets once and, unfortunately
due to user error, a drive unit once
as well. “There isn’t much maintenance with a stationary bottling line
unless something is abused or mishandled,” says Pearmund, adding
that the drive unit cost him several
hundred dollars. If St. Julian’s line
needs a major repair, Fifer and his
two-man maintenance crew can
typically handle it. “We’re our own
pit crew, we’ve been doing it so
long,” he says.
Kruse gained similar skills working on Jordan’s old line, but finds
the new equipment isn’t quite as

Prospero Equipment
proudly presents the new
GAI electro-pnuematic
filling system. This is a state
of the art machine that can
fill both carbonated and
non carbonated products.

The small but fully automated line at Pearmund Cellars can complete 600 bottles per
hour, about 400 cases per day.

simple. “The old line was very
hands-on and pretty easy to fix. I
could look at the problem and make
an adjustment. But the new line is
very high tech, so it’s a little more

challenging when you’re trying to
troubleshoot something.”
But all agree, preventive maintenance is the key to keeping bottling glitches to a minimum. “With

NEW GAI LINEAR FILLER

Linear fully-automatic bottling machine in stainless steel
with 4 or 6 nozzles of rinsing, 4 or 6 nozzles of filling and
single head for crowning, corking or corking.

PROSPERO EQUIPMENT OFFERS MANY SOLUTIONS AND CUSTOMIZATION FOR ALL WINE, BEER, SPIRITS AND BEVERAGE NEEDS.
Corporate Office
123 Castleton Street
Pleasantville, NY 10570
Phone: (914) 769-6252
Fax: (914) 769-6786
info@prosperocorp.biz
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proper maintenance, bottling
equipment will last 35 years and
it’s not too costly; approximately
$1,500 per year. As long as you
stay on top of things and have a
technician visit once per year, you’ll
be in good shape,” says DiDonato. Kruse, Fifer and Pearmund
all agree. Some of the equipment
replaced by their recent upgrades
dated back to the 1980s.
Fifer’s biggest word of advice
regarding maintenance involved
sourcing equipment. Most of his
equipment is Italian. If the line happens to require a major repair and
the North American dealer doesn’t
have parts in stock, they have to
come from Italy. “If I need something quick, it’s not going to happen. But if you buy American, it
could be here the next day.”

MOBILE BOTTLERS
There are many reasons the purchase or management of a bottling
line might not be feasible. Enter
the mobile bottler. Traveling from
winery to winery for 10 months
per year, mobile lines supply the
equipment and expertise to crank
cases out at roughly $3 to $4 each.
A mobile bottler can set up for a
half day, full day or for weeks, but
they must be scheduled well in
advance.
Randy Hemphill of Hunter Bottling in Ontario, Canada, refers to
scheduling as one of his two top
challenges. “It’s first-come, firstserved. Our core clients book us a
whole year in advance so they can
pick the exact dates they want.”
Trying to schedule a mobile bottler
only a week or two in advance will
likely result in being left emptyhanded. “A lot of folks don’t plan
until they need it,” says Hemphill.
Filtration is the other major
headache of mobile bottlers. “If
the winery doesn’t filter [the wine]
correctly, filters too far in advance
or makes additions after filtration,
there will be problems,” says Hemphill. Mobile lines are equipped with
filters but they should be considered
as last-ditch insurance to protect
wine from any lingering yeast, bacteria or fruit flies. Relying on bottling
w w w. v w m m e d i a.com

line filters to do heavy lifting results
in bottling day disasters.
Even for wineries that own bottling lines, mobile bottlers can be
helpful. If the winery wants to testsell a new closure or packaging to
its customers, it can generate small
lots via a mobile bottler before
committing to changing over its
own equipment.
After a long season on the
road, Hemphill and Hunter Bottling head home to deep clean
and maintain their trucks. Hunter
Bottling’s newest truck, only one
year old, has packaged 3 million
bottles already. “We rip the entire
filler apart from top to bottom and
scrub it. We check for bearings
and other parts that may need
replacing,” says Hemphill. After a
couple months of rehab and recuperation, they get back on the road
for another year.
For wineries producing approximately 1,000 cases or less per
year, hiring a mobile bottler makes
the most sense. Those surpassing 1,000 cases each year may
daydream about purchasing bottling equipment and, with plentiful
automation options, it’s possible
to make dreams a reality. However, wineries serious about a
purchase make well-informed decisions after first researching equipment options, seeking feedback
from existing bottling line owners,
considering ongoing maintenance
needs and discussing financing
considerations with an accountant. A carefully planned bottling
line purchase balances the equipment’s production capacity with
the winery’s demand, both present and future. Above all, whether
purchasing equipment or utilizing
a mobile bottler, plan ahead and be
prepared for the inevitable bottling
day glitches.

ColloPack
Commitment

World-class
equipment.
Unmatched
service
and support.
•
Equipment manufactured by
companies recognized worldwide as leaders in the industry

•
Eight service technicians
with over 150 years
combined experience

•
Over $2.5 million inventory of
parts in our local warehouse

•
Six inside personnel dedicated
to serving our customers’
parts and service needs

•
Machine audits and preventative
maintenance programs

•
Pre-harvest maintenance
services for grape
processing equipment

Janice Cessna is a freelance writer

who crafts informative content for
magazines and businesses. Her
experiences as a vineyard manager
and cellar rat help inform her wine
industry articles.
Comments? Please e-mail us at
feedback@vwmmedia.com.

171 Camino Dorado, Napa CA 94558
707.258.3940 • www.collopack.com
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